Stefica Galic (1963) photographer by profession, anti-fascist by worldview, mother of
Dejan, Bojan and Masa and grandmother of Veronika and Vanja.

Until 2012 I lived in Ljubuski, when I moved to Mostar because of the threats I
received due to my activism. My late husband Nedeljko Galic posthumously received
the Dusko Kondor award for civil courage from the non-governmental organization
Gariwo (a branch of the international organization "Garden of the Righteous people"
led by Dr. Svetlana Broz, the granddaughter of Josip Broz Tito). Prompted by this act,
Gariwo filmed a documentary, "Nedjo of Ljubuski," which speaks about the
persecution of the Muslims from Ljubuski (during the war) to the camps Heliodrom in
Mostar led by the army HVO and HV and all directed by the fascist policy of Franjo
Tudjman, Gojko Susak and others…for which the political and military chiefs of
HRHB were convicted in the Hague Tribunal last year (verdict Prlic and others). I was
exposed to the tremendous witch hunts from right-wing portals and current Croatian
authorities in BiH and Croatia, receiving countless threats. In the end I was beaten. I
sued the person who beat me and that person was punished with a three-month
conditional sentence and had to pay 600 BAM, which the person never did.
I sued seven right-wing portals for defamation and spreading hate against me and my
family, but I lost everything at municipal and cantonal court. I received five
enforcements on my late husband pension (which amounts to 326 BAM=150 euros)
where the court takes half of it (164 BAM) every month, because I do not have any
other revenues. The cases have been at the Supreme Court almost three years now.
What will happen with them, no one knows. Fearful injustice was done to me, I was
beaten, I lost half of my late husband′s pension, they defamed me. Almost all the
actors of the hunt were rewarded by the Croatian authorities. One of the main
hacking dealers on me, the editor in chief of Poskok.info (a national separatist portal
which aims to disintegrate BiH) – Ivan Susnjar, was appointed to the position of
consul in Chicago, USA (nominated by Dragan Covic, chairman of the BiH
presidency). Susnjar did not get agreement from the American authorities, as it was
enough to see the content of his portal to realize that he is not desirable for the
position. Later on, they tried to name him to Prague (Czechia), but the Czechs
refused to agree as well. Not only did the right-wing portal hunt me, but protests were
organized three times in Ljubuski against the showing of the movie "Nedjo of
Ljubuski" by war veterans and similar organizations.
I live and work in an environment where Croatian nationalism and corruption is very
pronounced. Fighting against that by writing and publishing on our portal, I am
exposed to endless threats, verbal attacks etc. I have reported some threats to the
police and the authorities but have never received any protection. On the contrary, I
was attacked in the police station in Mostar after I wanted to report hundreds of
HRHB flags illegally featured in the city. In the station the policeman called me a
"bitch" and almost swooped on me. I complained and reported the attack, which
happened a year ago, but until today, no one has been held accountable for the
attack. Probably never will be. Every outcry in the public space, where I speak

critically about nationalism, corruption and all other deviations in society, is
accompanied by threatening messages.
I no longer want to report attacks, because I do not have faith in anyone. I continue to
do my job as in the past, and I won't give up at any cost.

